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summary: The essence of Western politics lies in the distinction
between mere life, meaning the natural existence of man, and
his legal and political existence. Since in order to define itself,
legal and political life must produce natural life and exclude it as
an exception of itself. As part of his acceptance speech at the
award ceremony for the Leopold Lucas Award in 2013, Giorgio
Agamben illustrates this key thesis of his political philosophy in a
passionate interpretation of the emblematic cover image of the
first edition of Thomas Hobbes Leviathan, perhaps the most
significant philosophical work on the origins and principles of
the state. In this context it is also revealed that Hobbes forsees an
eschatological resolution of the contradictions which are
unavoidable in the establishment of political rule. German
description: Das Wesen der abendlandischen Politik besteht in
der Trennung zwischen dem nackten Leben, das heisst dem
naturlichen Dasein des Menschen, und seiner rechtlich-
politischen Existenz. Denn um sich zu konstituieren, muss das
rechtlich-politische Leben das nackte Leben produzieren und als
Ausnahme von sich selbst ausschliessen. Diese zentrale These
seiner politischen...
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. It is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- O len Mills-- O len Mills

An extremely awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. This is certainly for all who statte there was not a well
worth looking at. Your daily life span will likely be convert as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- Ana hi Hea ney-- Ana hi Hea ney
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